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Introductory Statement

The Center's fission to improye teaching in American sc hOols.

Its.work is cariie out through three research and clevelopmenteprograms--
Teaching Effeptiveness, The Environment for Teaching, and Teaching and 6

Linguistic PluraliSm- -and a techhical assistance progreid, the Stanford
Urban /Rural Leadership Training Institute. A program-of 4ploratory
and Related Studies includes smaller studies not included'in the major-
programs. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Information,ResOurces is also-a
part of. the Center.

4 :

e?
'The experiment reported here, cpnducted by the Program bn Teachings

Effectiveness, represents an attempt, to explore the causal natuVi'Of the
links between teacher behavior and studdht leatning. The e'ipe4mental
design is a departure from the frequently used correla onal?eppioaCh to
research4iiteachint.

f
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Abstract
r
to

This report describes the results.oi an experime t-on teacher
structuttpg, soliciting,' and feacting behavior. F001 eachers adh taught/

eight groups of sixth=grade students using eight:dif dnt variations of
/ .4a

the classroom recitation strategy. The eight variations differed in'the'
amount and kind of structuring, soliciting, and reacting.ehaViot,used/by
the teachers. Classes that were asked more recall questions during the
IedSon (low soliciting) .performed better on the achteVement posttest than'
did classes that were asked more thought questions (high-soliciting).
Classes'taught with a high level of structuring did slightly better than* /

classes given little structuring: Classes that received praise for correct
answers and reasons for.theNwrongness.of an answer (high reacting) did
slightly better than classes given neutral, feedback and no reason for an
answer's being considered wrong" (low reacting). '.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT OF A FACTORIALiY DESIGNED EXPERIMENT
40t'

h

ON TEACHER STRUCTURING, SOLICITING, AND REACTING.1
4

Program-on Teaching,Effectiveness
2

4 This report begins with a summary of the results'and then goes on to

the method, rationale, discussion, and Conclusions of.the experiment.

Results of the Experiment

-The.results demonstrated that the teachers who ihrticipated were .alge. ""`

to control. the_way in which they performed the recitation strategy. Figure

'.1 Summarizes the observers!,,records of what the four teachersdid:in each.
)

treatment variatioil. The bars indicate the average number of times the

teacherstithed high and low. levels of three clusters of teaching behaviors in
.

each variation. A$ can be seen, the eight profiles.of the treatment varia=

tions clearly differ in the'ways intended. This, the teachers were able to
.

.
.

. .

control their teaching to create eight distinct variations of the recitation

strateg

-The next question is, Did the variations have measurably different

effects dh student achievement? Table 1 shows the everage'diass achievemen

on a 36-item multiple-choice test,given immediately after instruction and

again three weeks later: Theeffects of the treatment variations can be seen

by comparing the average' achievement of the classes in the high group with

the average achievement of he Classes in the low Troup for structuring,

soliciting, and reacting. -The academic achievement of the classes has teen;

adjusted for the initial differences between the classes in academic aptitude.

Thus,, the'effects of variations in aptitude have been removed from these scores.

1--
A full report bfthe resu 1st e, I :1. as a

technical report from the Stanford Center for Research and°Development in

9 Teaching at a future 'date.
2 -

SCRDT's Program on Teaching Effectiveness .is a program of research and
development on teaching funded by the National Institute of Education. The
major mission of the Program on Tdaching Effectiveneas is to develop. and test
imptove

particularly interested in testing new ways of helping experienced
teaChers,improve their work, The staff members responsible for the experi-
ment reported here were, in alphabetical order', Christopher M. Clark, N. L.
Gage,Ronald W. Marx, Penelope L. Peterson, NicholastG. Stayrook, and
Philip H. Winne.
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TABLE 1

Average Achievement of Classes (AdjUsted for Aptitude) for High.
and Low Levels Of Structuring, Soliciting, and Reacting

...

Variation
Number of
Students

Average Achievement. Average Achievement
, Ott Immediate Test on Retention Test

High Structuring
Low Structuring

High Soliciting
Low Soliciting

.

`High Reacting
Low Reacting

209

'199

214
194'

206'

202

20.48 .

20.06

19.65
20.89,

20.49
20.05

19.17,

18.51

18.35
19.33

19.29
18.39

Alb
v 0

The classestaRght with a gh level of structuring,did slightly,

> better on both the immediate and. e retention multiple-choice tests than
,,._ .

classes &given little. structuring. But-this result yaS perhaps due to

chance. , ,

I

. .

.
. ,

Classes that were asked more recall qUe4ions during the lesspn
... ..

. . . .

v(low soliciting) did better on'the multiple-chdice test than classes that
1. i \

.were asked more thought questions--questions.that r uired integrating

and applying information (high soliciting). This r suit was probably not
,

!

_.

_due to chance. The multiplerchoiVe test was composed of two types of .

0,

itemsit-4r that required recall of information and items thc required
.

1

integrating and applying information. Croups, that were asked more
I.

p questions during css (}nigh soliciting) did'worse On the recall test items
N .

than groups that were asked more recall qUestions (glow soliciting). Classes,
4-,

.ir the 'high solibiting group and classes inthe,lm soliciting group did
. \,.. ..

/ equally well on the thought question

recall more information if the teacher asks gostly recall questions during

class. On the other hand, the students'.ability to apply and integrate

their informatiOn seems not to be affected by the t e of question the teacher

asks during class.

Finally, the students who received praise or correct answers and reasons

for the wrongness of an answer (high reactin ) 4id slightly better than st

dents given neutral feeA)ack and no reaso for an answer's being considered

wrong (low reacting). .
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Responding refers_to student answering. Reacting is what the teacher does

after the student has given an answer.

Four experiencet teachers were trained to teach eight variations of

the recitation strategy. These eight variations differed'in the amount,and

kind, of structuring; Aolicitingwand reacting used by the teacher. The high

and low levels of structuring,'soliciting, and reacting were defined, by

combining teaching behaviors which, earlier survey research had suggested,

Students' attitudes tovard ecology, the subject matter dealt with in '

all teaching sessions, were generally unaffected by the variationS in

structuring, soliciting,'pr reacting. 'Students expressed a positive atti-
,

tudetoward what. they were studying in all the teach ing variations.

%,

Purpose and Method

By-training teachers to vary systematically the way in which they per-'

formed thexecitation strategy, we hoped to determine whether (a) teachers

can beArained to control precisely the way they teach Ain using that strat-

egy and (b) different versions of the same basic teaching strategy-have

measurably different effects on the amount and kinds of studenelearning:

The recitation strategy consists of repeated episodes of structuling,,

soliciting,"respondinA, and reacting. ftructuring consists of telling the

studentswhat is going to happen next--what they are going to be dealing

with, talking about; and handling,,and_itow thekteacher intends o deal with

the material. Soliciting is about,the same at qagtio-asking, except that

th&question need not allays be a complete sentence or stated. in words-

,were felated to student achievement. r

HIGH STRUCTURING consisted of

-reviewing the maiar .

stating objectives at the beginning of a lesson;

outlining the lesson content;

signaling transitions between parts of a lesson;

indicating important points in a lesson;

, summarizing the parts of the lesson as the lesson proceeded.

LOW STRUCTURING consisted of

the absence of the teaching' behaviors associated with high

structuring.

400
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HIGH SOLICITING consisted of

-5-

1

a.

aikings-a relatively. large ptoportion of questions
i

-.,

which yequired the students to do more than simply recall

information. Asking the studen s to combine facts to, form

principles, compare or contrast', interpret, or evaluate are

typical examples of high soliciti

LOW SOLICITING consisted of

asking a rejativily large-proportio of questions

reuirin students si 1 to recall nformation.

HIGH REACTING consisted of

praising correct responses; -

.'providing reasons when a student response was judged-to be
. .

incorrect;

prompting by providinga hint when a<student response was

/t_

incorrect or-incomplete;

writing correct_student responses on the chalkboard;

waiting In silence a relatively long time'(3 secondS or more)
0

a) after a students. responae, te.encourage elagoratidh, and

b) before calling on a second Student when the first student

called on failed 6 respond correctly or completely.
r,

LOW REretING consisted bf.

using.neutralfeedback (e.g., "01C,'" "Uh huh") after correct,

student responses;

not. providing reasons when a student response was judged'to:-

be incorrect

-J

probing by asking a student to todtinue or elaborate'a response;.

,--mtalinginsilence a relatively short time (less than-3 seconds)
.

a) after A studentlesponSe an
. .

on a second
. -

-student after the first 'student called on failed to respond

correctly or completely.

I

Table 2 shows the level of structuring, soliciting, and Yeacting used in
,,N,

each variation. t'

P
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TABLE 2 #

'Levels of 8tr cturing, Soliciting, and Reacting.
in Eight Variations of the Recitation Strategy

Variation Structuring 8%liciting Reacting.
,

3-'''
'''' HIGH . HIGH" . HIGH

2 , HIGH, 1 HIGH lbw

3 HIGH,..) low HIGH
\ ,

4 x.7 HIGH. low low -

5 low HIGH HIGH.

6 low q HIGH ' low

7 low 16w ', HIGH

8 low . .- low lo-.

4

-

The Context:- ,Students, Curriculum, and Procedure ,

. The 'study was conducted in sixthgrade public school-classrooms. The

students in.each classrooill,were randomly dividedinto two classroOm groups.

Eachgroup was taught by one oethe trained t eachers using one of the' .

eight strategy variations. An attractive and scientifically accurate tw6--
. ,

Weeki curriculum on ecology was created for the experiment.
. . .. .

Befdre the teaching beganithe,students were giVen,several pretestst:
.

., - i

. a vocabulary .test, memory tests, a
-

true-falsp ,Aest of their knowledge of
-a* ,

-.
Acology, and a measure of iheieattitude toward ecology. The ecologz

4Rlessons were-taught for about forty minutes per day for (nine days. During. I

. .:,'
the first five minutes of each lesson, the students read a short unit or

. ...

ecology. The remainder of the lesson was devoted to classroom recitation
.

.

with the teacher structuring and solicititig, the,k9aents responding, and
,-

the.teacher
\
rtacting. The teacher- taught from a dptailea lesson plan which

served as a script for teaching eachrof the-variations. Each lesson plan -.

4.

specified the eubjlect-matter.tobe covered, thqUestions to be asked, and

the'teaching behaviors to be used in the teaching approach. ThE four
A

teachers -- trained over a petiOd-crf-twe- in7the.content of .the curricu-
,

it& and in the eight specific variations-of the recitation strategy --

observed and recorded on audiotape,as
o
they taught. As Figure Aohows4'they

.conformed closely to the details of each of the variations.,

sn
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Posttests.

At the end of nine days of instruction the students
Y

1.

-7-

Ve

'

choice and essay tests of their knOwledge and understanding of ecology and

filled out'a questionnaire about their attitude toward ecology. Three

.-weeks later the students-were,given the same multiple-choice and essay tests

in order to measure their retention of the ecology materiel. Also at this

time
.

,the students again took the true-fals test oftheir knowledge of

ecology and filled of t the attitude questionnaire.

04..

RationalesfOr Studying the Recitatibn Stkatlergy ,.- ,
v ..'..

The classroom' recitation had been the subjectof more research than any
. , .. ,..i.

., other kW bf teaching. Although many other forms of teaching occur with
d .

.,

some frequency, classroom recitation 1)3 still extremely widespread not only,
.

,

°,-
-, in the United States but :throughout the world. '

The recitation strategy is likely to continue to be used.i Its flexi-
,

btlity makes it appropriate for many educational.objectkves'. It is Ilea:,

adaptable to students of many different kinds. As against programmed

instruction or computer-assisted instruction, it. emphasizes things that

only human teachers can db-well, such as engage in a dialogue °with students.

.Beyondwhat4s possible with tutoring, independent study, or self-guided

study, it allows feachers to arrange for students to interact with one
/' 14

.

another in ways that help'them learn the skills of- working With.others in
L ;

democratic and productive ways. :1.1o?e than the lecture method, the recitation

strategy allows teachers to find out readily what the.students are thinking.

and feeling and Co modify their activity responsively.%

The fecitatiOn strategy has been much studied; bUt usually by means of

lirvey'research. In such reseal b, teachers behave as they are accustomed to

behaving, and relationshipb between. measures of Leacher behavior and9udent

-achievement and attitude are'determined. Te main weakness of survey re-.

search is that it is difficult to infer that a certain teaching act causes

students to learn better. On the other hand, experimental research does

permit such iuferences.

Discussion

"ftg6 4

all, the effects of variations within the recitation-strategy on

.student achievementand attitude Were small. Most of the variations in class

10
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, ,
, ...

, .
,achievement were attribotahle.to tie ditferehces,in average acadeMic ability

of classes. For example, becauSe.oT the'stAdent assignment policies ,
s

Of the.sctiobls.that'weie used, some of.the experimental classrooms contained

mostly studepts of high ability,,,while other glasses contained mostly Studentd ',

%
of low ability. Air

.

the influence of these class differences was statisti-
. .

cally .removed, the) diffetences between ClSsseS in student ement encl..",
..1 .

..

,- ,:. . . i . -

attitude were.quite'smallacross:the vartiations., ., -
)

4 " One exiAanation foi the smell differences obtained is that the yetis-,
. .- 0 .z ,

tions in recitation btrategy were not powerful enough:.toovercome the.
. .. -

major played by students'. initial ability'in armitiing tharachieve7
0

.

ment., Since twelve: years of ,growth .and delielopmen had- gone into.peoducing

differences in ability'betWeen'students,it isnot surprising tt;at our mhort
.,

; teaching. sessions did not eliminate these differences.'
.9

.._.

Another explanation for the lick of significant effects"sisthat the.
. :.,

, . . ,

students were not exposed to the teaching variations long enough fOt the
. .

variatiOns to ihOw their effects. The students were exposed to the curricik,
.

lum and teaching method for only six hours, or a total of about one school.

day. Although the teaching time in this study was short., it was long enoughI.
to produee's dare-fence of.1.2.points in stUderit achievement (after adjustment

k ,
c

for aptitude) between thd h4h- and loci- soliciting variations. .

. 9

'-Although the results of ourstudy..show that variations in the recitation'
ilr-

strategy do. not Make dramatic ,-di. fererice, they clo'not show that the recita-

tion strategy itself is a weak teac ngaproirch. In fact, our esults .

suggest quite
4
the oppcsite conclusion. ,. The students

0
in thiP study learned,i

.

great deal about ecology:under all variations of the recitation strategy.

Table 3 ptesdhts the students' average-score on the'20-item true -false test,

of knowledge about ecology before the ecology unit and the average score three

1
) "TABI., 3

o

r

Average_gtudent Scores on Knowledge about Ecology/
before Teaching and Three Weeks after"Teaching...

A
4 Number of ' Average Average

Students - Pretest Score RetentiOn ScoTe.

0

408 7.52 11.78
a

)
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,

weeks after Completion ofthe unit. The-results. shot that-the students

achieved a 4 -item improvement on a teat in which 95% of-the atudqnts.fell

.within a Spread of 11 gainseflects-the amount of knowled0
1

that students acquired ai a result,of 'teaching and remembeted three -weeks

after they had been taught. (Because of time constraints, the studenest,Were
.. .

e.

not given thAtrue-false'test immediately after
.

teaching.)

,

u,

Finally,,
.--

the resultsfor student achievement,

0

and attitude showed that!

the effects of the teacher were sometimes, greater than the effect's attribut-

able to the teaching variations. fn view Of the well- controlled nature.of
o

the classroom interaetion,thie result reflects the occurrence of teacher

effects due to personal variations unique to each,teacher.and unrelated te

the teaching variations manipulated in,ihis study: .'Sfnce the four teachers',

personalities were-not studied systematically, the natureof,the person4

differences between them eannothe determined.
. a,

ir Conclusions'

At this preliminary stage, several conclusions can be drawn from this

'\atudy:

The students' learned a substantial amount about ecolOgy. That is,

the curridulum material and the recitation strategy in combination, were

apparedtly effective in helping students &mow and applLycoloaoal facts,
_ .

conclIts, and principles.

2. ThefOur teathers were able to val.', their.instructional performance

with high Precision. \The teachers taught up tofour different variations
.

-of the some lesson in a single day, makingtransitions between substantially,

differentvartations with do apparent difficilty. This finding indfcates

. that experienced teachers can be trained'to behave both flexibly and pre-

cisely in implementing a tomplexteaching strategy. .0bse4ers! impressions

indicated that none, of the eight
0
variations seemed bizarre Or unlike what

(

might go on in any classroom. It ,seems ,plausible 'that all eight variations.

do OCenr-in American.classrooms.

3. Teaching behavior variables' of the recitation sfrate

pu mge and powerful effects on

student achievethent over nine 407minuteteaching sessions. What the eLfects

otk

i.2.
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might be over longer periods of teaching is conje$ctural: AXso, -better

o

methods of estimating'the Importance of effects are needed.

4. Despite the rigoiousuoontrol of content and teaching methods which

made the perfOrmances,of the teachers highly similar in these respects,

there were still noticeable differences'in the effectiveness of individual

,teachers. TheSe_differences indicate thdt personalfactors unique toeach
. , ..

teacher might ibe: at leapt as important as teaching techniques in influencing

student achievementand attitudes.
-. -,

scientifically
.,

5. -.1t is possible to do stientitidally well-controlled yet,realistic

' experiments on teaching in regular salabols. This ifponstration makes it

more likely that fUtiire research findings can be tr slated into'forms thatt
,

:will be more immediately useful to classroom teachers in the real world of

the schools:- .4=,
, ,

.
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